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However in the last decades Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) systems were 

developed, using the common language of 

digital symbols for the representation of the 

information content.  



Digital systems are making possible the re-unification 

– at least in virtual sense – of Art and Science, both 

due to the fact that Art is represented through Science 

systems and that Science (by means of information  

technologies) can create next types of Art (Computer 

Art). 



Indeed Art (Culture expression) is represented by 

books, paintings, sculptures, monuments, 

archaeological sites etc. Digital technologies 

(created through Science and Innovation) in 

particular represented by ever more complex 

digitalization systems, permit to do acquisition 

and representation of all Art-Works.  



Making reference to Paintings, two – 

dimensional (2D) Digital Systems permit to 

obtain (through multiple acquisition and 

mosaiking) very high quality digital 

representations of Art-Works. Virtual Galleries 

or Digital Museums can indeed be created.  



An Expert Working Team was created in last 

seven years, constituted by Media Integration 

and Communication Center – University of 

Florence, Hitachi Ltd., Centrica Srl. 
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-An Excellence Digital Archive for Uffizi Gallery was created.    

- The Archive content can be very useful for  physical 

restoration  of Art-Works, because shows details important for 

the restoration itself and also because on digital data of the 

paintings the  virtual restoration (that is the simulation of real 

restoration)can be performed.  

 



- The digital Archive can be easily transformed through 

telematics networks (Internet) to any place (also very distant 

from the Museums).  

- The digital Archive can permit to realize in any place a 

Virtual gallery or Digital Museum representing (at high quality) 

the same Cultural Content of the real Museums. 



Several Virtual Galleries and Digital 

Museums representing the Uffizi were 

realized in last years in Italy (Pistoia Town), 

in China (Shanghai), and in particular in Japan 

through the active work by Hitachi Ltd.  



An important part of Cultural is represented 

by  “Contemporary Art”. Indeed significant 

Art Creations have been in last  Century and 

are  remote present times. 

  



In contemporany Art a growing important Area 

is represented by Digital Art that the creation of 

Digital Art-Works by Computers. The «Digital 

Creation can be also immediately used to create 

Virtual Galleries. . 



All Contemporary Art expressions can be 

digitized (20°, 30°) to implement, as for past 

and Renaissance Art Works, Digital Archives. 

The “digitized content” can be made accessible     

and distributed  remotely through Internet and 

Cloud Systems. 



 It is to be outlined - as digital Renaissance -  

have digital Systems unify all the Culture (and 

Science) expression from the very old ones to the 

present ones. 



Digital Renaissance can be also connected to the 

new concept of Creative Enterprises, which are 

new Enterprises (including also Spin-Off and 

Star-Ups), where the Culture Content, 

Knowledge Capital, Science Innovation – with 

Suitable financial support – can  realize 

Enterprises lunched into the international 

competition in the frameworks of the Global 

Market.  



A new important Line of European Commission 

is represented by the promotion and realization at 

industrial  incubator, in particular by large ICT 

Enterprises. 

  

  

 



An example in Tuscany of this and Line is 

represented by the Industrial District of Empoli, 

near Florence. A quite important ICT Enterprises 

GRUPPO SESA, has opened a new Industrial 

Incubator  SESA FARM promoting new Start-

Ups and Creative Enterprise. . 

 



One firstly opened Start-Up in “SESA FARM” is INN-3D, 

regarding the development of new 3D Technologies: 

- 3D digital acquisitions 

- 3D digital modelling 

-3D digital representation 

- 3D data protection and anticonterfeiting.  





In particular for 3D data protection, new digital 

marking technologies have been developed (see 

the Paper by Francesca Uccheddu on “3D Robust 

Watermarking”) 



3D Digital marking and 3D anticounterfeiting 

can represent a new solution for the secure 

transmission of 3D digital models to remote 

Printers.  



In this way Digital Renaissance can be used to 

realize 3D objects for any Area and in particular 

for Culture (as in Florence it is done for the 

realization of replicas of Doors by  Ghiberti 

Baptistere).  


